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Monitor your Environment
Protect your Assets
Optimise your Operations

CONTX provides next generation intelligence to maximise rural security, enhance personal 
welfare and optimise farming operations. Our modular solutions collect and analyse data 
providing you real-time contextual insight to the location, environment, status and welfare 
of your land, assets, animals and people. 

 » Rural crime is on the 
increase and reached a cost of 
£50million in 2018. Less than 
10% of stolen goods are ever 
recovered.

 » Fatal injuries in Agricultural 
& Forestry are 18 times the 
national average, higher than 
any other industry.

 » Globally, 70% of freshwater 
is used for agriculture. 
Astonishingly 60% of this water 
is wasted.

 » By 2050, food production 
must double to meet the 
demands of an increasing 
population. 



Environmental Monitoring
Collect precise real-time data on rainfall, air 

quality, soil quality and other environmental data 
points to inform optimal distribution of resources.

Building Security 
Monitor doors and windows on the remotest 

of rural buildings. Realtime alerts inform you of 
attempted or unauthorised entry. 

Level Monitoring 
Remotely monitor the real-time levels of liquids 
and grains inside tanks and siloes with 
customisable low-level alerts.

Asset Tracking 
Remotely monitor the real-time location of all your 
assets on & off site and get alerts if assets are 
moved outside geo-fenced zones.

Animal Locating & Health Monitoring 
Track the real-time location of animals in the 

barn or in the field. Individual health & behaviour 
monitoring including heat detection.

Perimeter Security 
Get alerts of unauthorised movement on gates, 

fences, inside open barns & at other access points 
around your land.

Monitor. Protect. Optimise.
Having the tools to collect, monitor and act upon insights from relevant contextual 
data at any given time, is a challenging but critical requirement for many businesses. 

CONTX combines the latest technologies including low-cost sensors, proprietary 
ASTRAL communication network, intelligent cloud analytics and a simple user 
interface you can access from anywhere to provide a modular, cost-effective solution 
that enables you to secure your buildings, monitor, track and recover assets, protect 
workers and optimise your resources to maximise yields, 24/7/365.

Personal Welfare 
Remotely monitor the location & welfare of your 
workers. Autonomous alerts will notify you in event 
of a fall or accident.



Environmental 
Monitoring.  
Real-time data to inform optimal 
decision making.
 
CONTX is an essential tool to 
inform optimal distribution 
of your resources, allowing 
you to match water and 
fertiliser supply with soil and 
crop demand. Our expanding 
range of wireless sensors 
continually monitor a variety 
of data points including 
rainfall, soil moisture, 
quality & temperature, air 
temperature, humidity, 
pressure, light & other metrics 
to inform decision making and 
configurable alerts provide 
early notification of issues that 
require attention enabling 
action before problems arise. 

Personal Welfare.   
Providing contextual insight 
to the real-time location and 
welfare of workers.
 
The CONTX Smartbelt is a 
non-intrusive workplace 
wearable that combines 
sensor technology and GPS 
with IoT communications 
and real-time data analytics. 
The Smartbelt continuously 
monitors a variety of data 
points including location, body 
movement & environment and 
relays this information to the 
cloud where it is translated into 
identifiable behaviours such 
as walking, sitting, driving etc 
and visualised via the CONTX 
dashboard. CONTX provides 
total contextual transparency 
on the location and welfare 
of you and your workers with 
intelligent analytics that identify 
trips, falls & other accidents, 
autonomously triggering 
real-time alerts the moment 
potential injury occurs.

Building Security.  
Enabling real-time alerts to 
unauthorised interference and 
intrusion.
 
Small, wireless CONTX tags can 
be affixed to (and easily moved 
between) doors, windows, 
manhole covers, tank caps 
and even assets themselves. 
With a range of circa 15km 
(subject to terrain & antenna 
position) these tags can be 
deployed on even the remotest 
of buildings and assets and 
autonomously sense, position 
(ie open/closed), movement or 
attempted intrusion. Data is 
sent from the tag to SENSEi’s 
cloud services over the ASTRAL 
network where it is analysed 
against configurable rules 
& parameters (time, motion 
or position) and alerts are 
instantaneously sent to your 
pc/phone and/or nominated 
third parties alerting you to 
unauthorised or unexpected 
events as they are happening.

Asset Tracking.   
Providing transparency on the 
real-time location, status & 
context of any asset, anywhere.
 
CONTX offers an inventory of 
low-cost asset tags that can 
be attached to anything or 
anyone and that utilise hybrid 
IoT technologies to send data, 
enabling assets to be tracked 
in and around your buildings, 
across your estate or around 
the globe. Sensors inside the 
tags can measure changes in 
environment, position, motion 
and other states to provide 
real-time insight into the 
location, status and context of 
any asset, anywhere. Data is 
continually analysed against 
configurable ‘rules’ with 
movements monitored against 
predetermined parameters 
such as time or zone and 
autonomous alerts triggered 
direct to your phone when 
exceptions are detected.

Level Monitoring.    
Reliably monitor the real-time 
level of tanks, silo’s, stores and 
bodies of water.
 
Low cost, easy install CONTX 
level sensors measure the 
distance between the fixed 
sensor and the liquid/material, 
transmitting that data to 
the CONTX cloud services 
continually or at regular 
intervals through the day. 
With CONTX you can view the 
real-time levels of tanks, stores 
and even open bodies of water 
as well other statistics such as 
daily useage, fill history, last 
fill date etc all from your desk 
or phone. Customisable high/
low alerts automatically sent 
directly to your phone or your 
suppliers mean you will never 
run out of supplies or storage. 
Level monitoring can be 
combined with environmental 
monitoring ensuring storage 
conditions are optimal.

Perimeter Security.     
Detect, locate and prevent 
attempts to gain unauthorised 
access to your land and property.
 
Wireless, low power tags 
attached to fencing, gates, 
barriers and other access 
points monitor for movement 
and vibration, enabling you to 
confidently track events and 
activities along your perimeter 
with a high degree of accuracy, 
in real-time. Data is sent to 
the SENSEi cloud services 
for instant analysis where 
intelligent algorithms interpret 
movements, eliminating those 
caused by wind & weather and 
reliably identifying unauthorised 
access/attempted intrusion. 
Realtime notifications and 
alerts sent direct to your phone 
provide a real-time awareness 
of what is happening and 
where within your estate 
enabling detection, location 
and prevention of unauthorised 
access and fly-tipping.

Animal Locating & 
Health Monitoring.      
(COMING SOON)
Improved production & 
profitability with next generation 
animal management.
 
CONTX puts the power of 
precision farming in your 
hand. The CONTX Animal 
Smart Tag is a low powered, 
all-in-one wireless device 
that continually monitors 
animal temperature, location, 
movement and behaviour to 
provide contextual intelligence 
that optimises production and 
profitability. Regardless of the 
animals environment, data is 
transmitted over the ASTRAL 
network into the SENSEi cloud 
services, enabling instant 
interpretation, visualisation and 
relevant alerts via the CONTX 
dashboard, informing on 
animal identity, location, health, 
movement, herd performance 
and heat detection. 

It all comes down to the bottom line. 
High-performing modular functionality provides the right insights at the right time helping you to minimise loss and maximise returns. 



Astral Gateway
A single gateway extends a secure 
and encrypted ASTRAL network 
across an estate up to 30km wide 
(depending on terrain & aerial 
location) enabling bi-directional 
communication with a limitless 
number of peripheral devices and 
the SENSEi cloud services.

CONTX Interface
An intuitive, multiplatform 
application accessible via 
computer or phone, providing 
contextual transparency and 
control over your property, 
people and assets across  
all locations.

SENSEi Cloud
SENSEi’s enterprise grade 
cloud processing and analytics 
platform facilitates the capture, 
storage and processing of raw 
data. Secure infinitely scalable 
SENSEiCORE enables real-time 
analytics instant interpretation, 
and autonomous response.

 » Location
 » Movement
 » Soil Quality
 » Environment

 » Level
 » Distance
 » Welfare
 » Behaviour

Movement TagsAnimal SmartTag

Environmental SensorsSmartbelt

Level Sensors

Tracking Tags Soil Sensors

CONTX System Overview.

SENSEi Core

•  CONTX is flexible by design  
and scales appropriately from 
the smallest of properties to  
the largest of estates.

•  Modular by design you can 
choose only the features 
you need now, safe in the 
knowledge you can always add 
other features at any time.

•  ASTRAL creates its own wide 
area network across your farm 
independent of existing wifi/
cellular coverage.

•  Multiplatform interface is 
available in desktop and 
smartphone application 
formats, enabling you to access 
information and alerts from 
anywhere at any time.

•  Highly cost effective solution 
that provides a fast ROI, 
through operational savings 
and increased profitability.

•  Supported by SENSEi’s inhouse 
framework enabling integration 
with third-party hardware 
and software solutions and 
development of bespoke 
functionality as required.

Designed with you in mind.

Peripherals
A range of proprietary 
and 3rd party sensors and 
asset tags that are easily 
attached to the things you 
want to monitor and then 
harvest contextual data.



Administration 
Set up/edit users, add/edit 

location plans, add/remove 
assets, assign tags and sensors, 
set up geofences and configure 

personalised alert.

Real-Time Alerts  
Pop Up Notifications, emails and 

text messaging to notify you  
and nominated third-parties  

of alert events. 

Reporting 
View historic information and 

activity by day/by hour providing 
valuable insight to identify 

patterns and optimise practices. 

Contextual Transparency, Actionable Insight
& Autonomous Response 24/7/365.

Dashboard 
Widget styled overview of your 
system, asset status and alert 
notifications.

Locations 
Map and floorplan views that 
visualise the real-time location 
and status of assets within 
your estate and beyond.



A good pedigree.
Founded in the UK in 2013, SENSEi are pioneers on the IoT 
landscape, leading the way in development of IoT solutions 
that are disrupting markets. Our ever growing list of high 
profile clients and partners includes BT, Virgin Media Business 
and the Ministry of Defence who are leveraging the benefits 
of SENSEi’s platform and CONTX solutions to solve real world 
business challenges, substantially improving security, asset 
utilisation, business efficiency and personal welfare across a 
wide range of markets.

For more information please contact SENSEi on:
info@senseinetworks.co.uk
+44 (0) 845 450 2577


